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Abstract
We quantify the informational content of statements issued by the interest-rate setting committee of the Central Bank of Brazil (COPOM), building on the methodology developed by Lucca
and Trebbi (2011). Using Google search queries, we measure the extent to which each COPOM
statement is perceived to be associated with more “hawkish”or “dovish”language. This allows us
to construct a time-series of the informational content of COPOM statements, which we then use
in regressions to explain changes in the term structure of interest rates around COPOM meetings
– together with a market-based measure of interest-rate surprises. We …nd that, during Governor
Tombini’s tenure, interest-rate surprises started to be “passed through” one-to-one (or more) even
at long maturities, as markets seem to have bought into the idea that the interest-rate cuts that
began in mid-2011 would lead to lower yields in Brazil into the foreseeable future. Most importantly, changes in the informational content of COPOM statements seem to have meaningful e¤ects
on yields at short-to-medium maturities. However, this result only holds for the period prior to
Tombini’s tenure.
JEL classi…cation codes: E43, E52, E58
Keywords: Brazil, COPOM, central bank, communication, semantic, term-structure of interest
rates, monetary policy

This paper is an update of Carvalho, Cordeiro, and Vargas (2013). In that paper we used swap data downloaded
from the time-series database of the Central Bank of Brazil to construct the yield curve. However, Machado (2014)
documents that those data were plagued with errors. We now use correct swap data, and take the opportunity to expand
the number of maturities in the term structure of interest rates and include a few additional COPOM meetings in our
sample. Our substantive conclusions about how the yield curve responds to COPOM communication and interest-rate
surprises are unchanged. The original paper was prepared for the workshop “Política Monetária: Estudos para o Brasil”,
held at IPEA in Rio de Janeiro, June 2013. We thank participants and an anonynous referee for their comments and
suggestions. Remaining errors are our own. Carlos Carvalho acknowledges …nancial support from CNPq under grant
486768/2013-9. E-mails: cvianac@econ.puc-rio.br, fernandolpcordeiro@gmail.com, juliana.tvargas@hotmail.com.
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Introduction
“There is no doubt that communication is an integral and important part of the monetary policy process. The messages conveyed by the Central Bank have, per se, induced
relevant changes in …nancial conditions, in general.” (Tombini, 2013).1
Central bank communication has evolved over time from being infrequent and often obscure to

being a tool that is used regularly and in an increasingly transparent fashion by many central banks
around the world. This is quite clear in the case of countries that have adopted an in‡ation targeting
regime (e.g., Brazil), but it also applies to central banks with di¤erent –sometimes multidimensional
–mandates, such as the Fed.
On top of the tendency towards more transparent communication, which started mainly during
the 1990s, the global …nancial crisis of 2008/09 and associated recessions brought communication to
the forefront of the monetary policymaking process in countries whose central bank lowered policy
rates by so much that they became e¤ectively constrained by the so-called zero lower bound. In those
cases, communication –along with balance sheet operations –became a key policy instrument.
The increasing importance attributed to communication by policymakers has been accompanied by
research that tries to attest its relevance.2 In particular, one strand of this literature tries to measure
the e¤ects of central bank communication on asset prices by analyzing and attaching numerical values
to central bank statements.3 For example, Rosa and Verga (2008) do so by resorting to a subjective
quanti…cation of the content of ECB statements. Costa Filho and Rocha (2009, 2010) apply this
method to analyze the minutes of the meetings of the interest-rate setting committee of the Central
Bank of Brazil (COPOM).4
In this paper we analyze the e¤ects of COPOM statements on the term structure of interest rates
in Brazil. To that end, we quantify the informational content of those statements by adapting the
methodology developed by Lucca and Trebbi (2011) to speci…cities of the “monetary policy jargon”in
Portuguese.5 Using Google search queries, we measure the extent to which each COPOM statement
1
Originally in Portuguese: “Não resta dúvida de que a comunicação é parte integrante e importante do processo de
condução da política monetária. As mensagens passadas pelo Banco Central, per se, determinaram mudanças relevantes
nas condições …nanceiras, de modo geral.”
2
For a thorough survey of the literature on central bank communication see Blinder et al. (2008).
3
There is also work that tries to quantify the e¤ects of language on asset prices in other contexts. For example,
Tetlock et al. (2008) document that individual stock prices react to the linguistic content of news stories about the
company. Incidentally, the title of our paper is inspired by theirs.
4
There is also a strand of the literature that tries to document the e¤ects of communication without attempting to
measure its content directly. For example, Janot and Mota (2012) rely on dummy variables for COPOM communication
dates to document that the volatility of the term structure of interest rates is di¤erent after COPOM dates and also
after the release of the quarterly In‡ation Report. Montes (2012) also studies COPOM communication through the use
of COPOM communication dummies.
5
We build on Vargas (2012) and Cordeiro (2013), who, to the best of our knowledge, were the …rst to analyze COPOM
statements using a metodology adapted from Lucca and Trebbi (2011).
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is perceived to be associated with more “hawkish”or “dovish”language.6 This allows us to construct
a time-series of the informational content of COPOM statements, which we then use in regressions
– together with a market-based measure of interest-rate surprises – to explain changes in the term
structure of interest rates around COPOM meetings. We also investigate whether changes in language
precede changes in the policy rate –the so-called SELIC rate.
The main advantage of the methodology proposed by Lucca and Trebbi (2011) over other existing
approaches is that it minimizes the subjectivity inherent in classifying statements as hawkish or dovish.
Their idea is to measure how economic agents –not the researchers –perceive the informational content
of any given statement. This is achieved by measuring the relative frequency with which segments
of the given statement are associated with the terms hawkish and dovish in a dataset that contains
many articles, blogs etc. that (potentially) comment on or analyze that statement. Lucca and Trebbi
(2011) go the extra mile and partition the statements using grammatical rules that further mitigate
the role of judgement.
We adapt their methodology to the context of how monetary policy decisions are alluded to in
Brazil. In the absence of words in Portuguese that play the roles of “hawkish”and “dovish”, we replace
the latter with expressions that indicate tighter or looser monetary policy, such as “hike in interest
rates” or “interest rate cut.” We also deviate from Lucca and Trebbi (2011) in that we partition the
COPOM statements ourselves.7
Our results are as follows. As expected, interest-rate surprises a¤ect the yield curve. Prior to
Governor Tombini’s tenure these e¤ects decreased with maturity, with long rates eventually pricing
in a reversal of interest-rate surprises. This pattern changed dramatically during Tombini’s tenure,
as even long rates started to respond one-to-one –sometimes more –to interest-rate surprises. That
is, markets seem to have bought into the idea that the interest-rate cuts that began in mid-2011
would lead to a lower level for nominal rates into the very distant future. Finally, changes in COPOM
language seem to have an e¤ect on yields at short-to-medium maturities. But this result only holds
prior to Tombini’s tenure. During the latter period, yields appear not to respond to changes in
COPOM language.
Quantitatively, our estimates for the pre-Tombini period imply that a one standard deviation shift
in COPOM language in the hawkish direction increases 6-month to 2-year yields by between 2 and 4
basis points. As a reference point, a positive one standard deviation interest-rate surprise during the
same period (of approximately 9.7 basis points) increases 6-month yields by about 9 basis points and
2-year yields by about 2 basis points (although the associated coe¢ cient is statistically insigni…cant).
6

The words “hawkish” and “dovish” are most commonly used to classify Fed actions or language that are perceived
as being associated with, respectively, tighter and looser monetary policy stances.
7
While this is less desireable than their approach, we did not …nd a practical way to apply grammatical rules to
perform that task.
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Because we measure changes in language and not pure communication surprises, we argue below that
our estimates likely understate the true causal e¤ect of communication surprises on the yield curve.
It thus appears that the e¤ects of COPOM communication on medium-term maturities were large,
at least prior to Tombini’s tenure. In the conclusion we o¤er possible explanations for why we fail
to …nd a signi…cant relationship between changes in COPOM language and changes in yields during
Tombini’s tenure.

2

Measuring the informational content of COPOM statements

We start with a short introduction to the theoretical foundations of the methodology proposed by
Lucca and Trebbi (2011) and a description of how we adapt it to analyze the monetary policy process
in Brazil. The basic assumption is that it is possible to rank the intensity and direction of meaning
of a given word or sentence according to an established metric. One way to formalize this idea is to
use the concept of a semantic axis. Such an axis is de…ned by two words of opposite meaning. The
position of a word on this axis indicates the direction of meaning relative to the de…ning antonyms,
as well as its intensity. We shall refer to the position of a given word or sentence on this abstract axis
as the semantic orientation of the word (or sentence).
For our purposes, we would like to build a numeric score that is capable of estimating the semantic
orientation of a sentence over the semantic axis de…ned by the polar concepts of “restrictive” (or
“tight”) and “expansionary”(or “loose”) monetary policy. We would also like our measure to increase
with the degree of “monetary tightness” of the sentence.
The …rst step is to establish a measure of association between strings of text. Using this measure
it is possible to compare a given string association with the two extremes that de…ne our semantic
axis, and thus infer some information about its semantic direction and intensity. We follow Lucca and
Trebbi (2011) and employ a measure of association between words proposed by Church and Hanks
(1990) for the study of natural languages. The measure is the pointwise mutual information (P M I)
between the strings of text x and y, and is de…ned as:
P M I(x; y) = log

Pr(x; y)
Pr(x) Pr(y)

:

(1)

Intuitively, P M I measures how much one word tells us about the other. If there is some statistical dependence between x and y, the probability of observing them together in a large corpus of
text, Pr(x; y), will be greater than the product of the probabilities of observing them individually,
Pr(x) Pr(y). In this case, P M I > 0 would signal an association between x and y.
The semantic orientation of a string of text x over the semantic axis with the two polar concepts
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a1 and a2 is then de…ned as:
SO(x) = P M I(x; a1 )

P M I(x; a2 ) = log

Pr(x; a1 ) Pr(a2 )
Pr(x; a2 ) Pr(a1 )

:

In our application, we consider the universe of all webpages indexed by Google as the corpus of
text and estimate the relevant probabilities as the associated empirical frequencies using Google hit
counts. More speci…cally, we compute the Google-based orientation score as follows:
GSO(x) = log

hits(x; Tr ) hits(Te )
hits(x; Te ) hits(Tr )

= log

hits(x; Tr )
hits(x; Te )

+ ;

where Tr is a term indicating restrictive monetary policy, Te is a term indicating expansionary policy,
hits(x; T ) is a function returning the number of hits in a Google search of the string x combined with
term T , and

2.1

= log(hits(Te )=hits(Tr )) is a (unimportant) constant.

Choosing semantic direction terms

Our main objective is to estimate the position of selected strings of text from COPOM statements
over an axis that runs from “expansionary” to “restrictive monetary policy.” However, these polar
concepts are fairly complex. In particular, choosing a pair of antonyms in Portuguese that accurately
describe them is a very di¢ cult (if not impossible) task. Thus, we use an extended set of antonyms to
construct a score measure that retains the intuition of the one proposed by Lucca and Trebbi (2011),
but is better suited to the Portuguese language. If a given string of text is relatively more associated
with words that describe monetary restriction rather than with the words that describe monetary
expansion, our measure also assigns a relatively higher score to that string.
In order to de…ne the semantic orientation terms that we use in our analysis, we select 15 sets of
terms that could relate to movements in interest rates, trying to strike a balance between terms with
a restrictive and those with an expansionist connotation. We then search for the groups of terms in
Google, using quotation marks, and compute the number of hits in each Google search. We calculate
the average number of hits for each set of terms and rank them accordingly. Finally, we select two
sets of terms for our analysis (Tables 1 and 2):
Table 1: Word set in Portuguese
Expansionary

Restrictive

Corte de Juros

Alta de Juros

Redução de Juros

Elevação de Juros

Queda de Juros

Aumento de Juros

The set of corresponding terms in English is:
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Table 2: Word set in English
Expansionary

Restrictive

Rate Cut

Rate Hike

Rate Reduction

Rate Elevation

Rate Decrease

Rate Increase

Let the set of restrictive monetary policy terms be R = { “alta de juros”, “elevação de juros”,
“aumento de juros”}, and the set of expansionary policy terms be E = { “corte de juros”, “queda de
juros”, “redução de juros”}. Then, building on Lucca and Trebbi (2011), we calculate the score of a
given statement segment as:

0 P

B Tr 2R
GSO(x) = log @ P

hits(x; Tr )
hits(x; Te )

Te 2E

1

C
A:

(2)

Finally, the semantic orientation of COPOM statement k is the average of the search units that
compose the statement.
GSOk =

X GSO(x)
:
#(x 2 K)

(3)

x2k

In our regression analyses we make use of the (standardized) …rst di¤erence of the score. So the level
of the semantic orientation score does not matter. What matters is the fact that our measure is such
that higher scores are associated with the perception of a tighter monetary policy stance.

2.2

Search units

We divide the sentences in each COPOM statement into shorter units, which we call “search units.”
The main purpose of this step is to decompose the statement into the basic ideas that make the whole
text meaningful. In principle, the punctuation used in the statement could be used as a delimiter
for the search units. However, such rule would yield excessively long units with complex syntax and
semantic structures. In order to form a set of words that might adequately represent the semantic
content of the statements, we decompose sentences into any sequence that, in our view, has relevant
meaning.
For concreteness, we present the following example based on the COPOM statement of November
28, 2012.
“O Copom decidiu, por unanimidade, manter a taxa Selic em 7,25% a.a., sem viés.
Considerando o balanço de riscos para a in‡ação, a recuperação da atividade doméstica
e a complexidade que envolve o ambiente internacional, o Comitê entende que a estabilidade das condições monetárias por um período de tempo su…cientemente prolongado é a
estratégia mais adequada para garantir a convergência da in‡ação para a meta, ainda que
de forma não linear.”
6

Table 3 shows how the search units were de…ned, their Google search results, and the statements’
…nal score. Every search was implemented with the search units and semantic direction term using
quotes, separated by a blank space. Quotes are used to make sure that Google searches for the exact
sentence – otherwise it could return synonyms and only tangentially related text. For example, the
query for “convergência da in‡ação para a meta” and the term “corte de juros” is [“convergência da
in‡ação para a meta” “corte de juros”].

Table 3: Search units for the November 28, 2012 COPOM statement
Search unit “x”

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Considerando o balanço de riscos para a in‡ação
recuperação da atividade doméstica
complexidade que envolve o ambiente internacional
o Comitê entende que a estabilidade das condições monetárias
por um período de tempo su…cientemente prolongado é a estratégia mais adequada para garantir a convergência da in‡ação para a meta, ainda que de forma não linear
estabilidade das condições monetárias por um período de
tempo su…cientemente prolongado
estabilidade das condições monetárias
estratégia mais adequada para garantir a convergência da in‡ação para a meta
convergência da in‡ação para a meta, ainda que de forma não
linear
convergência da in‡ação para a meta

“x” corte
*

queda
*

redução
*

alta *

elevação aumento GSO(“x”)
*
*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

4
5
4
178
4
4
5
2
82

7
8
9
174
7
8
9
8
144

8
1
5
174
0
1
8
0
61

1
0
1
178
0
0
2
0
10

35
64
51
178
53
57
62
59
160

* = “de juros”
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9
1
4
175
1
1
9
1
94

-0.407
-1.585
-0.806
-0.002
-1.806
-1.537
-0.602
-1.838
-0.369

GSOk

-0.995

2.3

Methodological adjustments

To try to ensure that our score is aligned with market participants’information sets when they reacted
to the statement, we impose a temporal constraint on all searches. Using Google’s search tools, we
restrict the search to include results only up to the date of the statement’s release. As statements
are released after trading hours, this restriction ensures that the score is not capturing later analyses
that associate the statement with market movements on the following day –only the meaning agents
might have attributed to the statement without observing the market’s reaction.
When calculating the semantic scores, there are cases where the numerator or the denominator of
the fraction in equation (2) is equal to zero. We impose the rule that when the sum of hits of all terms
in the R set is equal to zero, the value of the score is set equal to the minimum value obtained in the
whole series. Inversely, when the sum of the results of all terms in the E set is equal to zero, the value
of the score is set to the maximum value of the whole score series. When both terms are equal to zero
we drop the sentence from the statement’s set of search units, since we believe that such occurrences
indicate absence of reasonable meaning of the sentence in reference to our metric and the corpus of
text.
The …nal semantic orientation score is characterized by the sets R and E, and the two methodological adjustments described above. For comparison purposes we also compute two variations of the
semantic score. In the …rst one we weight the score of each search unit by its relative number of hits.8
In the second one we aggregate hawkish and dovish hit counts over all search units prior to taking
logs.9 Although the results vary from one speci…cation to the other, the main lessons from our analysis
survive the use of these alternative measures of the informational content of COPOM communication.

3

Data

Central Bank communication may occur over many di¤erent channels such as speeches, statements,
reports, and minutes. As statements are a brief description of the Committee’s views on the overall
state of the economy and are systematically released after market sessions, they are well suited for an
analysis of COPOM communication. The baseline score was constructed for a sample of 49 COPOM
statements, from October 2007 to November 2013. These statements are generally composed of a justi…cation for the SELIC target rate decision and an indication of the Committee’s view of the economy.
Market participants regard them as a valuable source of information to understand the COPOM’s
current thinking, as well as to construct possible scenarios for monetary policy. All statements are
from the website of the Central Bank of Brazil.
8
9

Formally, GSOk =

P

x2k

Formally, GSOk = log

P

GSO(x)
x #(x2K) ;

x2k

P

where

Tr 2R

x

=

hits(x; Tr )

P

hP
i
P
hits(x; T )=
x2k
T 2fR[Eg hits(x; T ) .
P
P
log
x2k
Te 2E hits(x; Te ) .

T 2fR[Eg
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We construct the yield curve using “Swap DI

pré” …xed-rate swap contracts. We include the

following maturities: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9 months, and 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 3, 5, and 10 years. Data for
are from Bloomberg.10 The dependent variable in each of our regressions is the di¤erence between
the yield of a given maturity at the close of trading on the day following the COPOM meeting and
the yield at the close of trading on the COPOM date. Table 4 reports summary statistics for the
dependent variables.

Table 4: Summary statistics for the dependent variables

Mean
Median
St. Dev.
Min
Max
Mean
Median
St. Dev.
Min
Max

4

1-month

2-month

3-month

4-month

6-month

9-month

-0.025
-0.016
0.097
-0.393
0.167

-0.027
-0.018
0.100
-0.390
0.188

-0.028
-0.012
0.118
-0.481
0.223

-0.027
-0.013
0.135
-0.563
0.274

-0.025
-0.008
0.150
-0.602
0.349

-0.022
0.001
0.159
-0.603
0.400

1-yr 3-mo.

1-yr 6-mo.

1-yr 9-mo.

-0.007
0.003
0.159
-0.572
0.412

0.001
0.000
0.161
-0.557
0.419

0.008
0.013
0.160
-0.525
0.423

2-years

0.017
0.024
0.157
-0.491
0.408

3-years

0.033
0.032
0.156
-0.370
0.420

5-years

0.047
0.036
0.159
-0.332
0.539

1-year

-0.017
0.009
0.162
-0.580
0.410
10-years

0.039
0.040
0.160
-0.309
0.520

Regression speci…cation

In order to estimate how changes in communication a¤ect interest rates, we run the following regressions:
ykn =
where

n
n
0 + 1 M Pk

(1

T omb)+

n
2

GSOk (1

T omb)+

n
3 M Pk

T omb+

n
4

GSOk T omb+"nk ; (4)

ykn is the change in the yield of maturity n between the date of statement k’s release and the

following trading day; M Pk is a measure of interest-rate surprises to be discussed in more detail in the
next section;

GSOk

GSOk

GSOk

1

is the di¤erence between the current statement’s semantic

score and the last statement’s score; T omb is a dummy variable that equals 1 for all COPOM meetings
under Tombini’s presidency at the Central Bank of Brazil (i.e., from January 2011 onwards), and zero
otherwise.11
10

In Carvalho, Cordeiro and Vargas (2013) we used data from the Central Bank of Brazil time-series database for
maturities up to one year. However, as Machado (2014) documents, those data were plagued with errors. We noti…ed
the Central Bank of Brazil and, since then, some data entries have been corrected.
11
Replacing the constant in (4) with the T omb and (1 T omb) dummies does not change our conclusions in any
meaningful way.
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4.1

Interest-rate surprises

Traditionally, COPOM decisions are announced at night, when Brazilian …nancial markets are closed.
Assuming rational expectations, in the next business day yields should adjust in response to (i)
surprises in the SELIC rate decision –i.e., the di¤erence between market expectations for the decision
and the actual decision, (ii) new information provided by the statement, and (iii) any other relevant
information. We are implicitly assuming that in the day following each COPOM meeting in our sample
there was no disclosure of other relevant economic information which could a¤ect the asset prices that
we analyze.
Therefore, in our regressions we only control for interest-rate surprises. We estimate these surprises
as the di¤erence between the 30-day Swap DI

pré on the …rst trading day after the COPOM

decision and the 30-day rate on the decision day. As COPOM meetings are more than 30 days apart,
if we assume negligible risk premia for very short-term contracts, 30-day contracts on the day of the
announcement essentially re‡ect market expectations of the upcoming interest-rate decision.

4.2

Semantic orientation series

Under the assumption of rational expectations, yields along the term structure of interest rates should
re‡ect agent’s outlooks for the future path of the policy interest rate, and possibly risk premia. Therefore, we should expect the non-anticipated component of the semantic content of statements to a¤ect
asset prices.
Because
n
2

and

n
4

GSOk is not a communication surprise, in general the OLS estimates of the coe¢ cients
in equation (4) are likely to be biased toward zero, relative to the true causal e¤ects

of communication surprises on yields. The reason is that the regressor

GSOk includes both the

component that should a¤ect our dependent variables (i.e., the communication surprises), as well as
a component that should not. That component – the expected change in the informational content
of the statement relative to the previous COPOM meeting – works as measurement error in that
regressor, and thus tends to bias the associated coe¢ cients toward zero relative to the true causal
e¤ects of surprises.
Short of being able to quantify expectations of the informational content of the statements, we
consider the di¤erence between the current statement score and the last statement score as a noisy
proxy for communication surprises.

5

Results

Before presenting results from our regressions – which can speak to the question of whether yields
react to changes in COPOM language – we provide a very simple answer to the more basic question
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of whether markets should react to COPOM statements. The answer would be negative if changes in
language were not informative of future changes in the policy rate. We therefore run Granger causality
tests between changes in our semantic score index and changes in the SELIC rate.
Figure 1 shows the time series of our semantic score index and of the SELIC rate. It suggests
that changes in the former precede changes in the latter. This result is con…rmed by formal Grangercausality tests based on a bivariate VAR with changes in these two variables. There is strong statistical
evidence that changes in our semantic score index precede changes in the policy rate by one COPOM
meeting, while we fail to reject the null of Granger causality in the other direction.12 This result holds
both prior to, and during Tombini’s tenure.
15.00

3
SELIC Target (lhs)

14.00
Semantic Orientation Score - GSOk (rhs)

2
13.00

12.00

1

% p.a.

11.00
0
10.00

9.00

-1

8.00
-2
7.00

Feb-13

Oct-12

Jun-12

Feb-12

Oct-11

Jun-11

Feb-11

Oct-10

Jun-10

Feb-10

Oct-09

Jun-09

Feb-09

Oct-08

Jun-08

Feb-08

-3
Oct-07

6.00

Figure 1: SELIC and Semantic Orientation Score
Table 5 reports our main results. We emphasize three …ndings. First, as expected, yields respond
to interest-rate surprises. This is true both during, and prior to Governor Tombini’s tenure. Second,
prior to Tombini’s tenure the e¤ects of interest-rate surprises decreased with maturity. Starting from
around a one-to-one response at very short maturities, coe¢ cients decline in a monotonic fashion, with
long rates eventually pricing in a reversal of interest-rate surprises. This pattern changed dramatically
under Governor Tombini, as even long rates started to respond one-to-one – sometimes more – to
interest-rate surprises. That is, markets seem to have bought into the idea that the interest-rate cuts
that began in mid-2011 would lead to a lower level for nominal rates into the very distant future.
12
This results is robust to estimating the system with one or two lags, which are the prescriptions of various information
criteria. Results are available upon request.
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Finally, changes in COPOM language seem to have an e¤ect on yields at medium maturities –from
six months up to just short of two years. But this result only holds in the period prior to Tombini’s
tenure. Quantitatively, if taken at face value, the estimated coe¢ cients imply that a one standard
deviation increase in the semantic orientation score of a COPOM statement – which corresponds to
a unitary increase in the level of the score – increases 6-month to 2-year yields by between 2 and 4
basis points. As a reference point, a positive one standard deviation interest-rate surprise during the
same period (of approximately 9.7 basis points) increases 6-month yields by about 9 basis points and
2-year yields by about 2 basis points (although the associated coe¢ cient is statistically insigni…cant).
These results are, of course, subject to the caveat that changes in our semantic orientation score do
not correspond to pure communication surprises. However, as argued previously, the OLS coe¢ cients
estimated with our semantic score are likely to understate the true causal e¤ect of communication
surprises. It thus appears that the e¤ects of COPOM communication on medium-term maturities
were large, at least in the period prior to Tombini.

5.1

An important remark

An important drawback of using Google queries to construct the semantic orientation score is its
di¢ cult replication. Because Google is continuously searching the web in order to keep its index of
pages up to date and because webpages might be removed over time, it is quite possible that two
identical queries made with a reasonable time interval between them will have di¤erent results. As
statements get older it is more likely that webpages quoting them disappear from the results.
We tried to handle this obstacle by forcing all queries to use the same Google IP address. Google
spreads its service among di¤erent data centers, and each one has its own web cache that is not
necessarily identical to the others. Using the same IP address at every query is a way to try to assure
that one is using the same corpus of text every time. In addition, after some point we started saving
printouts of the webpages with the number of hits returned by each query. This is our de facto dataset.
Unfortunately we did not implement this procedure since the beginning of this research project, and
initially only recorded the number of hits in a spreadsheet. Our dataset of printouts is thus incomplete.
Regarding alternative search engines, there is no guarantee that using Yahoo (Bing), or any other
search engine, would yield the same result. Because each one has its proprietary algorithm for web
crawling and indexing pages, results are likely to di¤er. In fact, our experience with Yahoo (Bing)
shows that hit counts are often quite di¤erent.
In work that followed the original version of this paper, Machado (2014) provides evidence that the
stock of information about COPOM decisions in the Internet indeed depreciates over time. He runs
the same queries used to construct our semantic orientation score about one year later, and …nds that
the results change. In particular, the coe¢ cients on COPOM communication cease to be statistically
12

signi…cant prior to Tombini. However, Machado (2014) shows that his recently constructed measure
of COPOM language has a much lower correlation with our original measure in the period prior to
Tombini than in the more recent sample (since 2011).

Table 5: Regression results
Dep. Variable
2-mo. yield
3-mo. yield
4-mo. yield
6-mo. yield
9-mo. yield
1-yr. yield
1-yr. 3-mo. yield
1-yr. 6-mo. yield
1-yr. 9-mo. yield
2-yr. yield
3-yr. yield
5-yr. yield
10-yr. yield

M P k (1

T omb)

GSOk (1

T omb)

M P k T omb

GSOk T omb

0.985***

0.002

1.034***

-0.001

(0.000)

(0.679)

(0.000)

(0.900)

0.950***

0.005

1.277***

0.006

(0.000)

(0.513)

(0.000)

(0.581)

0.954***

0.012

1.521***

0.006

(0.000)

(0.202)

(0.000)

(0.644)

0.927***

0.020*

1.672***

0.010

(0.000)

(0.086)

(0.000)

(0.620)

0.784***

0.032*

1.724***

0.010

(0.000)

(0.050)

(0.000)

(0.669)

0.685***

0.036*

1.703***

0.013

(0.000)

(0.059)

(0.000)

(0.623)

0.452**

0.035*

1.676***

0.015

(0.015)

(0.098)

(0.000)

(0.561)

0.382

0.040*

1.645***

0.012

(0.134)

(0.079)

(0.000)

(0.656)

0.301

0.041*

1.596***

0.007

(0.332)

(0.097)

(0.000)

(0.773)

0.204

0.041

1.535***

0.004

(0.512)

(0.111)

(0.000)

(0.881)

-0.049

0.034

1.214***

-0.012

(0.898)

(0.262)

(0.000)

(0.512)

-0.242

0.037

1.109***

-0.015

(0.555)

(0.264)

(0.000)

(0.334)

-0.404

0.016

0.758***

-0.012

(0.356)

(0.707)

(0.000)

(0.541)

Note: p-values in parentheses are based on robust standard errors. As usual, superscripts ,
signi…cance at, respectively, 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
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, and

R2
0.957
0.863
0.835
0.776
0.701
0.645
0.606
0.569
0.536
0.508
0.323
0.283
0.151

denote statistical

6

Conclusion

We quantify the informational content of COPOM statements using a semantic orientation score and
…nd that communication matters for monetary policymaking in Brazil. Our results suggest that at a
given point in time communication is indeed a policy instrument that is (or should be) related to the
policy rate, but has some life of its own. Of course the two cannot move independently over time, else
economic agents will not perceive any relevant information in COPOM statements.
Our results indicate that the yield curve responds di¤erently to interest-rate surprises and changes
in communication under Governor Tombini than it did in the past. In particular, from our results it
appears that markets had “bought”into the idea that the drop in interest rates that began in mid-2011
was going to be long-lived, as rates started to respond one-to-one (or more) to interest-rate surprises,
even at the long end of the yield curve. This “excess sensitivity” of the long end of the yield curve to
interest-rate surprises has not disappeared in our updated results, which are based on a sample that
includes the bulk of the ongoing monetary policy tightening cycle.
Most importantly, our results suggest that the yield curve stopped responding to changes in
COPOM language during Tombini’s tenure. It is important to keep in mind that our …ndings are
only suggestive, because we do not measure pure communication surprises. However, as argued above
it is likely that our estimates understate the causal e¤ects of communication surprises on the yield
curve. The reason is that expected changes in language should not induce changes in yields. Consequently, it might be the case that the reason we fail to …nd a signi…cant relationship between changes
in COPOM language and changes in yields during Tombini’s tenure is that all such changes in communication were perfectly anticipated. Unexpected shifts in COPOM language under Tombini would
have continued to shape the yield curve as usual –had only such communication surprises occurred.
Needless to say, it may also be the case that communication surprises have occurred during
Tombini’s tenure, but for some reason yields failed to respond in any systematic fashion. Poor communication and/or lack of credibility are possible explanations that come to mind.
In future research it would thus be valuable to push our analysis further, and try to construct
measures of expectations of COPOM language that can be used to better estimate the e¤ects of
communication surprises. One would then be able to test whether the response of markets to COPOM
communication has indeed changed over time, as our results indicate.
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